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Water Districts







New Magma Irrigation and Drainage District (CAP in
Phoenix AMA)
San Carlos Irrigation Project (Gila River and Pumps)
San Carlos Irrigation District (SCIP and Pumps)
Hohokam Irrigation & Drainage District (CAP)
Central Arizona Irrigation and Drainage District (CAP and
Pumps)
Maricopa-Stanfield Irrigation and Drainage District (CAP
and Pumps)

Power Suppliers and APA Customer
 Electrical District No. 2
 Electrical District No. 3 (includes ED1)
 Electrical District No. 4
 Electrical District No. 5






Electrical Districts formed for reclamation of fertile farm
lands along Gila and Santa Cruz.
Generally, the areas not served by Salt River Project or San
Carlos Project water supplies.
Electrical systems were constructed to serve the irrigation
wells to provide water to the lands of the districts’.
Long history with the APA funding and supporting electrical
districts’ rights to serve irrigation wells and other loads on
their systems.
• Decades of electrical battles that serving electricity for pumping loads
•
•
•
•

was not an appropriate activity for irrigation districts.
Finally resolved in State Supreme Court - Hohokam Case
All older districts have paid off their initial system bonds constructed
for serving the irrigation wells of the farm lands in the districts.
FERC Open Access makes such issues moot today.
Some Electrical Districts have consolidated their service areas with
APS support and cooperation.









Investment in the Electrical Districts 2,3,4 and 5 have
reached $274,071,298 in 2012 (Hohokam leases their
distribution lines from ED2).
Investment by CAIDD, MSIDD, Hohokam and New Magma
for the construction of the water delivery systems has
totaled $316,000,000.
Total power usage for 2012 equaled 1,091,452,306 kWh
(1,091,452 MWh) and of that 260,408,087 kWh (260,408
MWh) is from Hoover Power.
Water delivered through the canal and lateral systems of the
Irrigation Districts for 2012 was approximately 559,500 acre
feet (AF) of surface water and 297,000 AF of groundwater
totaling 856,500 AF. For 2012 this was approximately 65%
CAP water and 35% groundwater.









Pinal County has a long history of supporting the development of the APA
and all Colorado River Projects, working with the APA from days before to
develop the Hoover units and a transmission system to rural farming areas
of Arizona.
All Pinal Electrical Districts taxed their lands and built systems to take
delivery of Hoover power in a time when other utilities could refuse to
wheel. Many of their substations created the need for the federal
transmission system from Parker-Davis and Hoover to their areas.
The federal transmission system to Yuma and central Arizona was the first
extension of interstate lines into Arizona from Hoover and Parker-Davis
generating stations to enable delivery, contracting, and financing of those
Projects.
Those initial federal transmission lines created the roles of Electrical and
Irrigation Districts in Arizona to serve reclaimed lands, provide food and
fiber to the nation, and provide economic returns from the privately owned
lands between Phoenix and Tucson.



The Districts relinquished long term CAP subcontract rights to
provide CAP water for Tribes and municipal and industrial
providers in return for:
• Federal Distribution System Debt Relief. (approx. 70-80% of cost of

construction of CAP water distribution systems)
• Relief from the Reclamation Reform Act of 1982 (restricted number of
acres which could receive CAP water).
• Contractual rights to a shorter term supply of CAP water (through 2030) at
a reduced price (energy cost only)
• 400,000 AF from 2004-2016
• 300,000 AF from 2017-2023
• 225,000 AF from 2024-2030


NOTE:
The assumption of most of the districts was that their
water use mix would slowly transition from 60-70% CAP and 4030% groundwater to the reverse by 2018 and to near 100%
groundwater after 2030.



Available Supply – Some (such as EPA) do not believe the Settlement Water Pools will be
available to NIA from the 2017-2030 time period due to:
• Increased higher priority uses on the River.
• Climate change factors, which lead to continuing drought.



NOTE: CAP and ADWR do not agree.



Pricing:





• 2004 Energy Price - $28 per AF
• 2013 Energy Price - $53 per AF
• 2018 Projection - $68 per AF (CAP)
(Increased NGS costs under new leases and contracts) - $79 per AF (BOR)
• EPA Regulations – $10 per AF (SCR’s)
• Air visibility BART) - $20 per AF
• SCR’s, Baghouses and Others (Ash)
• MATS
Greenhouse Gas Tax?



CONCLUSIONS:
• CAP Pinal County irrigators have been fully utilizing current available hydropower

supplies even though 60 +% of their deliveries have been CAP water from the 1990’s
– 2012;

• Expectations under the 2004 Settlement Act were that there would be an orderly

transition from 2017 – 2030 whereby this water mix would reverse itself and would
be 60% groundwater and 40% CAP water as CAP Agricultural Pools were reduced
(25% in 2017/25% in 2024/100% in 2030)
NOTE: These points have previously been put in the APA Record by Electrical
Districts 2, 3, 4 & 5 of Pinal County.



Uncertainties as to available NIA CAP supplies between 2017-2030, and
extraordinary cost increases in that supply, suggest that the return to 80100% reliance on groundwater (and the need for power to supply that
groundwater) may be significantly accelerated, thereby making
hydropower supplies even more important post 2017.

